
Sara Luther

Sara Luther is a human rights lawyer, investigator and educator. For the last decade Sara has
dedicated her efforts  to the specialized area of  human rights  within  workplaces.  She is  an
experienced workplace investigator, with a solid record of providing employers with a reliable
and  strategic  process  that  yields  results.  This  gives  employers,  and  parties,  the  best
opportunity for meaningful change.
 
Sara  also  is  a  skilled  and  enthusiast  facilitator.  She  dedicates  a  significant  portion  of  her
practice  to developing and delivering  human rights  and conflict  resolution education.  Sara
creates  experiential  learning  environments  that  allows  for  knowledge  transfer  and  skills
development.  She  can  lead  tough  discussions  with  all  levels  of  an  organization  and  all
industries. Sara has delivered more than 1000 education sessions for the City of Toronto and
also works with private and not for profit organizations, large and small. 

Kike Ojo

Kike Ojo MA, BA, BEd, is a speaker, facilitator, strategist, and advocate for social justice and systems 
change. Widely recognized for her ability to help organizations and systems achieve equitable outcomes,
Kike has received numerous awards and distinctions.  Kike works with a variety of public-sectors 
including justice, health/mental health, child welfare, and education.  She is currently a Senior Advisor 
and Facilitator for the Independent Street Checks review in Ontario, under Justice Michael Tulloch.  

Kike’s formal education includes a Bachelor of Arts in Sociology with a minor in International Justice and 
Human Rights from McMaster University, a Master of Arts in Sociology and Equity Studies in Education 
from OISE/ University of Toronto, and a Bachelor of Education also from the University of Toronto.  
Additionally, Kike is an alternative dispute resolution mediator, certified by the University of Windsor.



07:30 – 08:15 Registration.  Morning Coffee sponsored by the Chatham-Kent Police Association.

08:30 – 09:00 Opening Remarks and Welcome

09:00 Introduction of Guest Speaker Ms. Sara Luther
S/Sgt. Mike Thompson, Chatham-Kent Police Service, President, OAPE

Everyone Wants a Respectful Workplace: How You Can Leverage Laws and Policies to Achieve It
This interactive session will have leaders moving from information to action by covering:

 Knowledge Refresher:
o Key developments in the laws that govern human rights and harassment
o Exploration of incivility and other unprofessional behaviour

 Building policies/procedures that matter:
o Discussion on strategic approaches to policies/procedures

10:20 – 10:40 Midmorning Coffee – sponsored by 
 Delivering a Respectful Workplace

o Approaches to education & skills development
o Creating a consistent and unified managerial front
o How to get good at early resolution
o Getting the most from your investigations  

*Attendees are encouraged to bring a copy of their Human Rights/Harassment Policies/Procedures to 
the session.

12:00 – 13:15 Lunch 

1315 Introduction of Guest Speaker Ms. Kike Ojo
Sgt. Mike Foreman, Lasalle Police Service, Vice-President, OAPE

Creating Equitable Outcomes for Communities We Service: An Introduction

 What is Equity? A Framework Illustration: How is Equity different from Equality.
 The Role of the System & How it is not neutral in its impact of various groups: who benefits & 

who is subordinated.
14:40 15:00 Afternoon Coffee – sponsored by

 The case for collection, analysis and use of disaggregated identity-based data.
 Our Role in doing more than redistributing resources to address social inequities.
 How marginalization of people occurs, and how narratives of inferiority and superiority get 

constructed and internalized: Our role/task in addressing social inequalities.

16:30 Closing Remarks Deputy Chief Jeff Littlewood, Chatham-Kent Police Service


